Correlated asymmetry of sequence and functional divergence between duplicate proteins of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
The role of sequence divergence in functional divergence of duplicate genes is a topic of great interest. In this study, we compare the numbers of amino acid substitutions in each sequence since two yeast duplicates diverged, using a preduplication ancestral outgroup. Using this strategy, we explored the relationship between sequence divergence and functional divergence between duplicate partners. We show that the degree of relative functional asymmetry between duplicate proteins is proportional to the relative sequence divergence between them. Furthermore, of the two duplicates, the copy closer to their ancestral sequence (fewer number of amino acid substitutions) interacts with more proteins and affects fitness more severely when deleted. Therefore, asymmetric sequence divergence between duplicates is correlated with asymmetric functional divergence and may underlie the duplicate's role in genetic robustness against mutations. Among the functional traits considered, protein abundance appears to have the strongest correlation with the nonsynonymous divergence between duplicates. Taken together with the results from whole-genome analyses, our results indicate that within-species duplicates are subject to the same evolutionary force that acts on interspecific sequence and functional divergence. In particular, we detect signs of purifying selection on the more slowly evolving duplicate.